One man's "magic" is another man's engineering.
OBJECTIVE
Magic is a lot of fun. Yet, it can be more than fun -it can be used to illustrate and teach scientific and mathematical notions, including those of computer science [1, 3, 5, 6] . Our objective in this special session is to show how magic can motivate particular computational ideas, by challenging the students to figure out the idea behind the trick, then elaborating on these notions and relating them to the material. Students may also be encouraged to practice the magic, and even perform in front of the class. In our primary experience, students (majors and non-majors) are enthusiastic to take part.
OUTLINE
The session will be an interactive seminar. It will include motivation, illustrations, audience participation, and conclusion. The general structure will be as follows.
Rationale. The relevance of magic, as a special unplugged activity, will be described and presented. An emphasis will be put on magic's baffling impact on one hand, and the enthusiastic characteristic to discover the secret -on the other.
Aspects and illustrations.
We will display several magic tricks. The presentations will sometimes involve volunteers from the audience. The secrets behind the presented magic will be related to various CS principles, e.g., modulo arithmetic, human-computer interfaces, algorithms, binary encoding, invariants, and more. Suggestions will be offered on how one may elaborate on the underlying CS notions following a magic presentation.
Audience participation. The audience will participate in three ways. Volunteers may take part in some presentations. The audience will be challenged to discover the secrets. Audience participants may offer further, enriching, unplugged ideas for magic, including those presented, and will be invited to perform them, if they wish.
Suggestions for educators.
Pedagogical lessons of ways to embed magic will be displayed and discussed. We will share our experience with students, who like to perform (sometimes more than once) in front of their friends. This yields active assimilation of studied principles.
Here are but eight of the magic tricks we will perform, and the youngest group that could present the tricks on their own with no hints. We will have more ready to present, if time permits.
Split-Second Calculations
This magic involves computations that appear difficult to be calculated quickly. It is composed of three parts. In part 1, the magician defines a sequence of positive integers (all those for which no one is an average of any other two in the sequence), the spectator calls the number n and the magician immediately tells the n th integer in the sequence. In part 2, the magician describes a process of emptying a jar with black and white beans, the spectator calls the initial numbers of white beans and black beans, and the magician immediately tells the color of the last remaining bean. Finally, in part 3, the magician describes a system with three buckets and a rule for pouring water from one bucket to another, the spectator says the (integer) water amounts in the buckets, and the magician reveals the number of steps to empty a bucket.
Youngest group: College students
Lesson: Algorithms, invariance, binary representation, encoding.
The Numbers Game
The magician asks a spectator to call out 10 numbers, which the magician writes on separate pieces of paper, places face down, and shuffles. The magician turns around, asks the spectator to pick turn over a pile, and the magician guesses that number [6] .
Youngest group: Grade School (~7 years old)
Lesson: Abstraction, human-computer interfaces.
EXPECTATIONS
The intended audience for the special session is the broad community of computing educators, especially those who enjoy magic but have not used it in their classes or during occasions of computing outreach. They will hear (and hopefully, contribute) magic tricks, the computing fundamentals behind them, showmanship tips, and how to direct a follow-up discussion.
SUITABILITY
Our presentation is interactive and engaging, with active audience participation. Anyone in attendance who knows magic tricks based on computing fundamentals is encouraged to contribute. A special session affords and encourages this unique format with the most audience involvement.
